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OUR LIBERTY UNDER GOD
CONSTITUTION ORIENTED PATRIOTIC BLOG

Left Center Right
“And Moses built an altar and called the name of it, The LORD Is My Banner,”

Exodus 17:15

Do these labels describe us?

– Liberal, Moderate, Conservative –
– Left Wing, Center, Right Wing –
– Communist, Socialist/Moderate, Fascist –

NO!!!

This teeter-totter approach to political philosophy is a clever guise deliberately used to fool the people into thinking there is only one alternative to dictatorship: “Moderation” in a false “Center”.

The approach formulated in G. W. Friedrich Hegel’s** dialectic thinking is a deception designed to
control nations. Ultimately, to control the world:

COMMUNISM
=
THESIS

SOCIALISM
>

=
SYNTHESIS

CAPITALISM
<

=
ANTI-THESIS

The theory claims to pit the “thesis” and the “anti-thesis” at odds until the con�ict must result in a
“synthesis” of the two: A world government based upon socialism operating in a crony capitalist economic system. Theoretically, that is. It requires strict CONTROL to force the elements of the society
into an arti�cial “synthesis” by demoralization and destabilization. America is in the throes of such
upheaval.

In reality, political structures are not con�ned within such restrictive form. The above theory should
be called, “The Road to National Suicide,” or, “Transforming a Free Nation to Tyranny!”
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The common use of this ploy as taught to “We the People“, is:

We are told that any choice other than Democracy is Dictatorship.
We are being deliberately brainwashed to believe that the United States of America is a
“Democracy!”

THE TRUE MATRIX:

What is the di�erence between the �rst three and a Republic or Anarchy? The �rst three are
Dictatorships!

Monarchy = dictatorship by one person. However, it usually functions as an oligarchy.

Oligarchy = dictatorship by a minority (or by a few).

Democracy = dictatorship by a majority, also known as the Logical Fallacy of Appeal to the
People.
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[Substitute three words: Dictatorship of the Proletariat – suddenly you have the rallying cry of the
Bolshevik Revolution! In reality, the government imposed upon the duped masses was an oligarchy.
Further, the Ancient Greeks thought even Anarchy preferable to true Democracy! (This DOESN’T
mean I advocate Anarchy!!!)]

Republic = rule by law, with government limited by that law; de�nitely not dictatorship as long as
the law is not perverted.

Speci�cally represented by Our Unique American Republic.

Anarchy = rule by none; not a dictatorship, but, it cannot last long in real practice due to Man’s
Nature of banding together for mutual protection. Tyranny quickly ends it! Perfect example: the
“Road Warrior” movie series!

~

So, how do we know immediately that America is not a Democracy?

In a Democracy, EVERY CITIZEN votes on EVERY ISSUE.

The only control over the excesses of uninformed or immoral citizens is, the Majority must RULE
with an Iron Fist. INDIVIDUAL RIGHTS are trampled at will, simply through validation by Majority
Vote! Enforced by “Law Enforcers”, NOT “Peace O�cers”!

In practical application, if the Majority are Purple and the Minority Orange, the “Purples” can vote to
annihilate all the “Oranges” and the Law Enforcers are legally obligated to carry out the
Extermination Law…

~

Our Republic is a representative government strictly constrained by Laws speci�cally designed to
a�ord “We the Sovereign People” CONTROL over a LIMITED government required under the Law, to
PROTECT the RIGHTS of the INDIVIDUAL! This form of protection extends to,

“…guarantee to every State in this Union a Republican Form of Government, and shall protect each
of them against Invasion;…” U.S. Constitution, Article IV, Section 4.

Those who proclaim LIBERTY and remind us of Truth, are falsely labeled Right Wing and/or Fascist.
Those who call us to rescue our “Freedom to EXERCISE God-given Liberty” – as guaranteed by the
original intent of our Constitution – are advocates for revival and restoration of our REPUBLICAN
Form of Governance from the perverted Monstrosity – Welfare Statism/Fabian Socialism – headed to-
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ward Marxism. Which is being imposed by elected o�cials, bureaucrats, and their Private Sector
Fellow-Travellers, all of whom mock and demonize “We the Sovereign People!”

These subversives call their changeling, “democracy”, to fool the populace. If the people are duped
to believe they are running the Nation, the oligarchs can readily manipulate them with “bread and
circuses“. In America’s Reality, the subverters still pretend to work within our Republican “FORM,”
while they increasingly impose tyrannical changes. E�ectively, fundamentally transforming America
into a COLLECTIVIST state! (More on collectivism, below.)

The leaders know that real democracy can only be practiced in a very small community, so they are
not worried about the masses catching-on and spoiling their plans. They simply follow the dictates
of Karl Marx and Frederick Engels’ 1848 Communist Manifesto, calling for the spread of democracy to
win support from the masses.

[The Order of the Illuminati, under the name, “League of Just Men”, began to pursue Marx, Engels
and their Communist League, to join them in 1844. They did so, in 1847. Marx and Engels, in
December, 1847, wrote a new manifesto presenting the latest consensus on the means to enforce
Communist World Government. Completed at the turn-of-the-year, it became known as the “1848
Communist Manifesto.” On, League of Just Men, see: http://www.globalsecurity.org/military/world
/europe/league-of-just-men.htm
For Frederick Engels, “On the History of the Communist League”, 1885: http://www.marxists.org
/archive/marx/works/1847/communist-league/1885hist.htm]

~

An oligarchy at best, or a monarchy at worst: this is the goal as the Nation is led down the path to
Martial Law, Police State and World Dictatorship.

The goal is reached through the promise of redistributed wealth; the only way to achieve their goal
and keep the Masses on their side. By the time the de�nition of “wealth” is reduced to Zero – with
no more “wealth” to redistribute:

Chains of Absolute Tyranny are forged.

The Nation is shackled in the Nightmare of a New Dark Age.

~

OLIGARCHY IN THE FORM OF “COLLECTIVISM”, is the political philosophy preached by Communists,
Marxists, and Socialists of any kind, including, “Progressives.” I do not here use the term, “Liberals,”
because, many Patriotic Americans who call themselves, “Liberal”, MAY BE POLITICAL Collectivists,
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but, THEY ARE NOT PHILOSOPHICAL Collectivists! These Patriotic Americans are appalled when they
realize just what Collectivist Progressives truly seek as they work to,

Fundamentally Transform America!!!

Collectivist Progressives believe Our Nation, Under God, is �awed at its core: The Constitution of the
United States of America, based in the Common Law – founded in The Ten Commandments of The
Holy Bible, because it strictly limits government to

PROTECT WE THE SOVEREIGN PEOPLE AS INDIVIDUALS!!!

They want to �nish transforming Our Free America by seizing the property of producers until there
is no more of it to loot. They will not admit that, “redistribution of wealth” does nothing to bene�t
“We the Sovereign People,” as a Nation of Free Individuals!

In the immoral “taking” of another’s property, their methods take property from those who produce,
and give it to those who do not. Legalized or not, it is Theft! The Collectivist Maxim conceived in,
and nurtured by, Evil says it clearly: “From Each according to his ability; to Each according to his
need.”

[In Liberty, inheritance belongs to whomever the rightful owner chooses!]

Over time, the producers no longer produce because they have no incentive, and the looters no
longer receive when there is no voluntary production. They run out of “other people’s money.” A
true chasm then exists between the rulers and the serfs.

The world plunges into a new Master/Slave Dark Age:

“You and I have a rendezvous with destiny. We’ll preserve for our children this, the last best hope of
man on earth, or we’ll sentence them to take the last step into a thousand years of darkness.”
Ronald Reagan, “A Time for Choosing,” 1964.

~

Property Rights are the core of God-given Liberty!!!

“Wealth” is property.

“Property. That which is peculiar or proper to any person; that which belongs exclusively to one. In
the strict legal sense, an aggregate of rights which are guaranteed and protected by the government…. The term is said to extend to every species of valuable right and interest….” Black’s Law
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Dictionary, Henry Campbell Black, M. A., Sixth Edition, p.1216, 1990.

Collectivist Tyranny loots, feeds-on and destroys private property at the point of the governmental
gun! Pervert and destroy the RIGHT TO PROPERTY, and:

WE, AS THE NATION, FALL!!!

~

**For an excellent White Paper on Hegelian Dialectics: http://amazingdiscoveries.org/hegelianthinking-and-world-politics-freedom-of-american-people-bilderberg-club

For the White Paper on the League of Just Men: http://www.globalsecurity.org/military/world
/europe/league-of-just-men.htm

For Engel’s own history of the Communist League: http://www.marxists.org/archive/marx/works
/1847/communist-league/1885hist.htm

~

“Woe to those who call evil good and good evil, who put darkness for light and light for darkness,
who put bitter for sweet and sweet for bitter!”

Isaiah 5: 20

Itasca Small

[NOTE to Readers: There is a sidebar option to subscribe for e-mail notices when I publish blog posts.
Since I’m averaging 2-4 days between posts while still learning and building, you may like this option. I never see your address. Post Notices also publish to my Facebook Page: https://www.facebook.com/itasca.small, and to Twitter – @ItascaS, at the initial posting. Also, you can now connect
directly to my Facebook Page from the sidebar. Thank you!]
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This entry was posted in Political Philosophy and Labels on February 24, 2013 [https://ourlibertyundergod.com/?p=688] .
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